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About This Game

A puzzle game featuring "perpetual motion machines".
Head to the top of the tower, guided by a mysterious voice...

In Pythagoras' Perpetual Motion Machine, use various
contraptions to make your way through the game.

The game setting is located in a tower piercing the heavens.
Each stage contains gimmicks including...

- Boulder ejecting switches
- Elevators
- Catapults

- Balance Scales

By setting up the contraptions in the right locations,
the boulders will roll around in a perpetual route.

Move things, press switches, roll around yourself...
Think about the mutual effects of the gimmicks and

create "perpetual motion machines". That is your objective.

With a huge volume of 40 stages, there are difficult levels
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which will require you to use your brain. As such,
completion should leave you with a truly fulfilling sense

of achievement. You may just even embrace feelings of awe,
wishing to gaze endlessly at your beautiful construction.

All stages have hints and the ability to skip.
There are no penalties or restrictions built into this game.

So even those that are not good at puzzles can enjoy.

In the tower there be special monuments with messages
art inscribed into them. Just what do they mean...?

Who am I? What purpose does this tower serve...?
Between the puzzles and contraptions, give it a ponder.

This game does not require fast aiming or precise control.
Face off against the game's logic with your knowledge,
cunning and sparks of brilliance as your only weapon.

We hope you enjoy this purely puzzle solving experience.
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Title: Pythagoras' Perpetual Motion Machine
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Marudice
Publisher:
DLsite
Release Date: 11 Aug, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista or later x86 and x64

Processor: Intel Core2 Duo E6300 or equivalent

Memory: 128 MB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 650 or equivalent

Storage: 500 MB available space

English,Simplified Chinese
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This game seems fun, but from the 10 ish minutes I played it, I just didn't get it. It was most likely introduced to you as 'Papers
Please but _____', but it doesn't have the same charm as papers please.. I liked Platypus 1 so much. Let's try part II. OMG, I
think my left ear is totaly deaf!
Whew, thanks god I'm wrong... It's just a bug in a game and noone cares.. Well the most frustrating and rage inducing game i
ever tried.Maybe i am an idiot but the controls are just not good enough to do the the levels where you have to be fast because
the tiles break after like 2 seconds under you.The ball feels too much unresponsive to be able to stop it at the precise moments.
Okay there are levels where i can take the slower aproach( i will never think about doing the time records) but where you have
to be fast and do things with good relflexes the controls feel to unreponsive for fast movements.Or maybe it is the phisics of the
ball that it needs some time to stop or turn so maybe it is me only that are not used to these kind of games but it is realy hard for
me maybe i should try it with a controller and would have better results.

So all in all if you like hard(i mean realy hard at least in my point of view) games where you need good control skills and good
reflexes you will have a good time with this game and i recommend it but for those who can't take multiple fails in seconds steer
clear or you will rage like hell(or like me).So for gamers who like casual puzzles i wouldn't recommend it even if it is saying
casual in the game tags.. never had a videogame made me smile and laugh at myself. I am sadden by the fact that I really suck at
math. I also am amazed that a 7 year old is trolling me by producing a videogame that not only challeges and yet still impresses
me.
I find that the reviews of this game are toxic because they hold a standard of how a videogame should be or shouldnt be but the
people wrote those reviews lack the fundmental (spellcheck) design structure of how videogames are created. Games are created
using coding , this little girl coded a program that not only works well and it is culturally relevant....(In others words, this game is
unique and different from what steam offers.)

To the creator, Keep producing new exciting stuff. one suggestion to make this a better software, is to have an ablitity to play
with my friends on a multiplayer scale. When you become my age (28 years old) you will understand how much potential this
can have if this was turned into a drinking game.... My best friend and partner in crime (my girlfriend) laughed at my inablitity
to do math and decided to do shots everytime we got a question wrong. So i hope to see multiplayer functions to share scores on
steam or some way that more people get involved. I was able to screenshot my score of -10 to my gf via facebook/steam/social
media;but it felt only one side because the multiplayer option is limited.

I wish you the best of luck in all that you do, I will purchase this product and future products again....

WIlliam Levenberg. This game is not bad. I had fun playing through the game, so why be a negative nancy?

Well the last stage ruins it all. It's riddled with bad decisions and 'bugs' (hard to tell which one it is) kind of like a pr0stitute...

Firstly, you cannot replay levels within the stage at your leisure. The only time you can replay a level is straight after or after
completing the stage, in which you have to start back at the first level and go through one by one. This isn't too bad throughout
the game as the only thing you really need is a perfect stage (if you're a completionist like me), which means completing at least
half of the levels with a perfect score. You can easily do this by just replaying any levels straight after if you do not have a
perfect score.

This is a minor inconvenience... until the last stage. The last stage, you have to beat a big stone by collecting gems hidden behind
cards. You have to collect 60 gems in 10 levels and obviously it's not 6 per level, as a normal, levelled game would be. There are
a varying number of gems on each level and it doesn't state how many you have to collect, so it's near impossible to know
whether or not you should replay the level unless you perfect it (It's hard to perfect every level of a stage, especially the last
stage).

This isn't even the worst part though. Replaying a stage at the end until you get perfect on every level isn't a massive challenge?
Just a bit laborious... Well, there is a bug/feature where in after you play the level, any replays wield no more gems... Therefore,
unless you collect all the gems on the first playthrough of the level (which you don't actuall know how many are on each level),
you can't get any more gems and therefore if you've missed one, you have to go through all 10 levels to complete the stage, fail
and then start again. Basically, if you don't perfect (or very near perfect if you're lucky) every level of the last stage, without fail
and with incredible luck, grabbing all the gems, you cannot complete it... oh and also you can't quit levels half way through
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(otherwise you get a fail) so therefore you have to play the stage all the way through in one go otherwise you 'fail' and due to the
nature of the last stage, that means failing the whole stage...
This seems ridiculously complicated for a 'casual game' and one that is fairly relaxing and simple throughout.

This is supposed to be a relaxing experience and the last stage turned into something that frustrated me so much, I had to go on
super meat boy and dark souls to relax me. I hope that big boss stone gets kicked by a kid into an old persons window or
something where it feels forever guilty to the point where it never shows it's fiery self again.... 9/10
Geometri dash + limbo + badlands = Gravilon. 8/10 great horror game. perfect for social events. not a perfect ten because
graphics could be better, and the game lacks a good narrative.
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Splash some dirt and splash a price.. Fun but it needs an option to turn off the music. It's not that the music is bad but this is a
game you could just sit and watch for hours while doing other things or listening to your own music.. The only game I've had
5000 FPS but it doesn't even start.. Its an inprovment in everyway on the first Nights of Azure its visually better gamplay wise.
Although the audio can be iffy at times like sound effects just not going off. Oh and its the story of lesbians lots of lesbians like
im not joking a real f@#$ ton of them and its awesome. if your down for a bit of a grind and some intersting characters then
grab this one. Man so many hot chicks if your down with waifus then this game is up your ally.. Runs really bad, and doesn't
have any graphic or display setting that you can adjust so that it will run smoother. Kinda sucks. It sounded like a game I could
really like if I was able to play it.. Funny, hard & social.

yes i said social. There were 2 elves, a wizard a gnome & a barbarian? constantly talking to me as i was the hero of this game.

10/10

Pos
Hard & challenging tower defense
It was unique that i was constantly talked too & it didnt even bother me
Well balanced towers, u need to put them correctly or u will fail
Neg
Level 1 was too hard. HULK SMASH!. This is the first very well done click and point adventure for VR!
Most other Puzzle VR games have self-solving puzzles and focus too much on exploration.
But this game did it better. The controls are perfectly made for this kind of genre. You can grab objects, use the objects with the
environment or grabbing more objects to use them combined. Sounds simple but works very well!
The puzzles are not to easy, because you always have several items to choose from.
You have to carefully watch and use your environment to find a solution.
At this point, the art style is very important. The game looks very nice, it's clean and not overloaded, so the interactive points are
not too hidden so there is no frustration coming up. And if you can't find a solution by yourself, you can use an ingame hint
system.

For full use of roomscale you will need a very large room. My play area is 2m x 2.5m and I can't reach most objects. But you
can use roomscale in combination with the touch controls, so it's not that bad. You just walk around in your room and grab the
objects that are too far away with the touch screen.
The playtime is about 2h.

So in my opinion, VR and puzzle\/adventure games fit absolutely perfect and this game show how it work.
I watched the trailer and thought "oh another "funny-VR-youtube" game. But no, it's not one of those games. It's an (very good)
adventure puzzeling game in VR, so remember that!
All in all, this game is creative, funny, challenging and fair priced! So I can highly roccatment it!. A friend and I bought this
game knowing that it was still in Early Access and are still excited to see the game as it develops. I've also been able to play as
they've added new features over the weeks. For the most part, I find the game\u2019s unique controls and camera system
exciting. While, the Soldier level could use a little sprucing up, the ability to record different angles in the scene, rewind and
then replay your footage is a great extension of the VR environment.

As a film student in college, I feel the tools developed in this game would be a great learning tool for students looking to
implement different things we've learned in class in an environment with infinite opportunity and no worry about camera
equipment or budget (outside of the Vive :P ). I look forward to some new features being added, especially the option to export
our recorded footage, and to see some new levels and environments to test the equipment.

Overall I'm happy with my experience, especially considering it was only $1 and is still in early access. Keep up the good work!
. If your response to this game is anything other than wanting to violently bash your nose against a wall, you clearly see
something in this game I don't.
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